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Abstract: Convergent results are proved for product integration rules based on approximating splines. These results 
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1. Introduction 
SpIines have been used for numerical integration ever since they entered on the NumericaI 
AnaIysis scene [ll]. However, only recently have they been used in the more “exotic” aspects of 
numericaI integration such as product integration and the numerical evaluation of Cauchy 
principal value (CPV) integrals. Although product integration based on generalized piecewise 
polynomial interpolation was studied in [19], nevertheless these piecewise polynomials, which are 
sphnes according to the broad definition in [S5 p.1251, do not have the smoothness properties 
usually associated with splines. At the same time, product integration based on cubic sphnes was 
studied in [l]. As for CPV integrals, certain interpolatory sphnes were used for their evaluation in 
[12] while the use of piecewise linear splines for weighted CPV integrals was studied in [lO,lS]. 
However, the fullest use of sphnes for these two applications was made by Dagnino and her 
collaborators [2-71. In these works, interpolatory cubic sphnes with equally-spaced knots are 
used, algorithms are given and convergence results proved. However, these rest&s are not 
completely satisfactory since they use functionaI values at equally-spaced points, whereas in 
applications it is desirable to bunch more points in places where the function is not smooth and 
use less points where it is. Hence, one would Iike to extend these results to sphnes with arbitrary 
knot spacing as well as to sphnes of arbitrary order. It turns out that, if we use approximating 
sphnes rather than interpolating sphnes, then we can get a very satisfactory theory which places 
no restriction on the order of the sphnes and very few restrictions on the spacing of the knots as 
we shall see. 
The approximating sphnes we shaII use are generalizations of the splines of order p used in 
[13] to approximate a continuous function f on J := [ - 1, l] of the form 
n 
S,(X) := C f (zin)B/;‘(x), 
i=l 
(1) 
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where the functions B/p”) are normalized B-splines of order p as defined in [9]. To specify these 
ssp we start with a partition of J 
n,: -l=x&##<Xlm< l =- cXmm<x,+*nz=l . 
a vector of positive integers o:=(z+: j= l,..., m) with vi <p, j= l,..., m. We now set 
j-1 
let t:=(p: i= l,..., n + k) be any nondecreasing sequence of real numbers such that 
tp <t$Q l -- <t’“’ p ~xoln* X,,l,m < tll”+: 6 l l l < tPfp 
for j= l,..., m, the number xim occurs exactly p - vi times in t. The points tin) are the 
knots of the sphne Sn and p - vi is the multiplicity of the point xim. This multiplicity is less than 
that S’ E C( .I). For any knot tf’), we define xhtiXm to be the point in IIm equal 
defint= hi;’ := ti’“’ - ti(“) and hi, := xi+r m - xim. 
The partition Ifn, the positive integer p and the’vectors o and t uniquely specify the 
functions B,$?. Since, for our purposes, we do not need to know the explicit form of the B$), we 
refer the reader to [9] for a full treatment of these functions, both theoretical and computational. 
For our purposs we nT,the following properties of the B$): 
(1) B$“( x) > 0, x E Ji rfp := (tj”), t$,), i = 1,. . . , n; 
(2) B!A)(~) = 0, x qi iin) 
it) 
i.i+p except if ti”) = t:) or t!$)l = tp2p in which case B$)(t,) = 1 or 
Bmp (t,,,) = 1, respectively; 
(3) tB$)(x)=l, XEJ; (2) 
i=l 
I 
t ati Bi(,“‘( x) 
i=l 
= (p- 1) i ;(n)OLi-* B/,&(x). 
i=l i.i+p- 1 
(3) 
The first three properties are well known. Formula (3j appears in [9, p.1381. 
In Section 2, we shah study the convergence of the sequence ( Sn) to f E C(J) as the norms 
ZZn of the partitions IIm tend to zero where Hm := maxoG ia m him. Once we have proved 
convergence, it follows immediately that the sequence of product integrals ( I( ks,)) converges to 
I( kf) for all f E C(J) and all k E L,(J) where 
I(kg):=/’ k(x)g(x) dx. 
-1 
(4 
In addition, we shall show convergence, not only for all f E C( 9) but also for all f E R( .I), the 
set of all (bounded) Riemann-integrable functions on J. These convergence results are for 
arbitrary paztitions IIm and vectors o and P subject only to the conditions 
H,-,O asmorequivalentlyn+oo (5) 
and Zin E J(:ip n J where J1s”’ := [ tz”), t’“‘]. 
In !Sectioi 3, we shall consider convergence of the sequence (I( kS,)) when f is unbounded at 
an endpoint or an interior point of J. The treatment here is similar to that in [19]. To prove 
convergence we shall have to impose a local uniformity condition on the partitions II,,, in the 
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neighbourhood of the singularity as well as some conditions on the points Zin in (1) which ;yill 
prevent them from approaching too close to the singularity. In Section 4. we shall study the 
convergence of approximations I(kS,; A) to the CPV integral I( kf; A) where 
I(kg; A):=/1 k(x)9 dx, h&:=(-1,1) 
-1 
(6) 
and where k and f are such that I( kf; A) exists. We shall see that for a fixed A E & we shall 
have convergence if we impose a local u$formity condition on IIm in N,(h) := [A - 6, X + 91 
where 6 > 0 is chosen such that N,(X) c J holds or a condition on the location of the points Zin 
which are in N,(X). This pointwise convergence result can be easily extended to uniform 
convergence for all h in a closed subinterval contained in 4. For the entire open interval J” we 
shall prove a uniform convergence result when PC is a generalized Jacobi weight function. T’tis 
result is based on a theorem in [18]. 
2. Convergence results for bounded functions 
Let f~ C(J) have modulus of continuity ol( f; t) where for any interval I 
q( f; t) := m= 
I t2 -t, I St 
I f(G) --“a) I9 
11, t2EI 
then the following theorem relates the norm of the approximation error, ]I r, 11, to the modulus of 
continuity of f, where r, := f - S, and I] g I] := max, E J 1 g(x) 1, g E C(J). 
Theorem 1. Let f E C( J ) and let S,, be given by (1) with Zin E ‘l;.!FYr)p n J. Then 
IIGII G 4f; P&n). 
Hence, if (5) holds, S,, + f uniform& in J as n + 00. 
(7) 
Proof. Consider x E J. Ey (2) 
f (4 = if wv;‘(x) 
i=l 
so that 
Gfx) = i (f tx) -f tZin)) B!;‘(x)a 
i=l 
Hence 
lrn(x)l < max lf(x)-fIzi~)l 
B’“‘(x)#O 
‘P 
<a ( f; ma IX-ZinI <a(f; PHI). 0 B’“‘(x)#O 1 ‘P 
C0r01lar~ 2. Let f E C(J), let 5. be given by (1) with zi, E Ji!in!p n J and let k E L1( J). Then, if 
(5) holds, 
I(kS,,) *I(kf) asn-, oo. 
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3. Corolllary 2 holds for f E R(J). 
Cf. [17].) If we write I( kSm) in the form 
I(&) = i q,,(k)f!zj,,h 
i==l 
(8) 
,(k) := 4 kBi(,“‘), then wim( 1 k I) 2 0. Since by CO~O~~ZKY 2, I( 1 k 1 S,) converges to 
as n -+ a(4 for alI f E C(J), it converges for all f E R(J) [8, p.1291. Since 
i Iwimfk)l G 2 wi,(lkl) 
i=l i=l 
the theorem of Polya [8, p.1301 as generalized to weighted integrals [14] in both 
prove convergence for all f E R(J). 0 
In view of Theorem 1, we shall always assume in the subsequent discussion that tin E #$!Y, n J. 
In this section, we proceed as in [19]. Let 5 E [ - 1,l). Then we define the family of real-valued 
tiOlU (5; k) by 
(5; k):=(f: fsC([,1],3F3F=Oon[-l,& Fisnonnegative, 
continuous and nonincreasing on (5, 1] , kF E L,(J) and 
If I <Fan J). (93 
For such functions we state the following iemma from 1191. 
4. Let 5 E [ -1,l) and f E A$((; k) and assume that 
b Qmg = I(b) 
n-eta 
for all g E PC(J) where Pc( J) is the set of all piecewise continuous functions on J so that 
pC( J) c R(J) and Q,g is any numerical integration rule qf the form 
Qmg:= i oi,g(tin), tin E Jo 
i-l 
a necessary and suficient condition that 
b Q,f =I(kf 1 n-Q0 
is that given E :, 0 and q E (5, 11, there emts fl E ( & q] such that 1 Q,( 8, f ) 1 < E for all n 
suflciently huge where 
Qm(B, f I:= C ui,f (timI= 
4CL4 
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We shall apply this lemma for the case Q,, f = I( kS,) as well as for the cases Q,f = i( kS,) and 
Q,f=I*(kSn) where 
i(kS,,) := c Y,(k)f(Zin) ad I*(kSm) .‘- C wi,(k)f(zi,), 
Zin~Xh(o)+l.m Zi*2tr:p-. 
and where u is the smallest index such that 5 < t!“) and h(a) is the index of the point in Il,,, 
equal to t$? 
We say that a partition IIm is locally uniform if the ratio of lengths of two adjacent 
subintervals is bounded, i.e. 
0 < a 6 hj,,,/hj_, ,,, < b. . (10) 
As in [19] we state the following two conditions on k which are needed for our first convergence 
result: 
(A*): There exists 6 > 0 such that 1 k(x) 1 < K(x) in (5, 5 + 61 where K is positive nonin- 
creasing in that interval and KF E L,(J) where F is defined in (9). 
(A): (A*) holds and in addition 1 k@) I< K(x) in (5, 5 + S] where k, E L,(25 - 1,25 + 1) 
is defined by k,([ + y) = k(t - y). 
We are now ready to state our first theorem which incorporates four convergence results. 
Theorem 5. Let f E Md( 5; k) and let ( H,,, ) be a sequence of partitions satisfying (10) such that 
(5) ho& If k satisfies (A* ), then 
I*(kS,)+I(kf) asn-oo. (11) 
If 5= -1 and 
zin - 5 >, dh,, for all i such that 5 < Zi, < tF2P 02) 
for some positive constant d where p := h( 0 ), then 
I(kS,,)-,I(kf) asn-ao. (13) 
If 5 ~iand (;i> holds, then 
f(kS,,)+4(kf) asn-oo. (14) 
If, in addition, (12) holds, then (13) holds. 
Proof. We first observe that since ( I( kS,,)) converges to I( kg) for all g E R(J), then so do 
(I*(ks,)l and (@XI since they only drop a finite number of points from each integration 
sum. Hence, by Lemma 4, we need only show that, given E > 0 and ‘17 E (5, 11, we can find 
BEG 111 su& that lQ,(B, f)l < E for all n > n,(e). Now, since KFE L,(J) and KF= 0 on 
[-1,5],foranyrl~(5,1],wecanfindcr~(E,17]suchthata<5+Sand 
/ 
?K(x)F(x) dx <E/D 
t 
for some positive constant D to be specified later. Let /? = i(S + (r) and let us restrict ourselves 
to n such that /3 + pH, < QI. 
Consider first I *( kS,). Since the weights Wi,( k) do lot involve values of k(x) for x < 5, it 
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ces to assume only condition (A*). We first show that if i 2 a +p and j = h(i), then 
1 wim( k) 1 < &,p” K(x) dx. (15) 
x,- 1.m 
Let #“” = Xjm. Then, since zi, < /iI, t(“) i+p < a < t + 6. Hmce, by (10) and the monotonicity of K 
hat B 
1 
= xP-‘br+’ 
r==O l From (15) and the monotonicity of F it follows that 
Sinceihereareatmostp- 1 values of i such that h(i) = j, 
X wim(k)f(rin) G (P- 
h(i)=j I 
l)B,rm K(x)F(x) dx 
xJ- km 
and finally, since 5 < xPln and xP+i_ G tr$ 
C 
t:“,)p<qn s $ 
‘%m(k)f (zim) G (P - l)B,laK(x!F(x) dx* 
I E 
If zim s [tz!-ls ts!J, then since t2L-j 2 X,+1 m, 
l 
IWin(k)f(zin) i G Blr+‘*‘jc(X)F(X) dX= 
Xpm 
Since there are at most p - 1 such values, we have finally that 
c 
t$&_, Cq,<B 
win(k)f(zim) G2(P- l)B*jaK(x)F(x) dx, 
I 4 
which proves (11). 
W%eng=- 1, the vaIue of k for x < 4 is irrelevant since the integrals I( kB$)) are over J. 
Thus, as above, we have that (16) holds. Hence, it remains to show that 
However, this follows from the fact that there are at most p + 1 terms in (17) and by (12), each 
term is bounded by 
F(x) dx for some positive constant B,. 
If 6 E j: A&e values Of WintiE j may denend on values of #k(x) for x < 5. That is why we need 
condition (A) to prove (14) similar to the way we proved (11). The addition of assumption (12) 
proves that (13) holds for an interior singularity in the same way that it holds for an endpoint 
singuhirity, completing the proof. 0 
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Theorem 5 is applicable when /E L,(J) but not when kf~ L,(J) but fe L,( f). In these 
cases, we impose the following conditions on k as in [19]: 
(B*): Given qO E (0, l), there exist positive numbers 6 and T (possibly depending on qO) such 
that 
/ 
c+hlk(~) Jd x<hTIk(c+qh)I 
foralIq~~q,,,l]andforallrandhsatisfying~<ccc+~~~+&Also Ik(x)f(x)l 
6 G(x) in (5, 5 + 91 where G is a positive nonincreasing L, function in that interval. 
(k): (B*) holds, and so does (B*) with k replaced by k,. 
To ilhtstrate these conditions, :A 6 = 0 and f(x) = x-‘14, x > 0. If k(x) = I x I In, condition 
@) is applicable while if 
condition (B*) holds. For k satisfying these conditions we have the following theorem which 
differs a little from Theorem 5. 
Theoremn 6. Let f E Md(& k) and let ( II,,, ] be a sequence of partitions such that (5) holds. 
Assume that either (10) holds together with the condition 
2. m - ti’“’ 2 d,hhtij ,,, ,9 dI > 0 08) 
for all relevant points zin or that 
Z- tn - ti’“’ >, d h!?’ 2 r,r+py d, > 0 (19) 
fer allsuch points. Then (B*) implies (11). If 5 = - 1, (B*) and (12) imp& (13). If 5 E J” and (5) 
holds, then 
If, in addition, (12) holds, then (13) holds. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5, we have recourse to Lemma 4. Since (10) and (18) imply 
(19), it suffices to assume (19). Then, setting qO = d, in (B*), we have that 
I win(k)f tZin) I G p’“l k!x) I dx I f tZin) I G h!:?pT I k(zin)f tzin) I p 
\( h{:\pTG(Zin) < T/d2( Zin - tj”‘)G(tin) , 
T Zin 
<-- d J 
G(x) dx 
2 tj”’ 
by monotonicity of G. IIence 
(21) 
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lower Iimit in the sum in (21) is trJp, t!“) or 5 as the case may be. When it is 5, the 
z in (21) must be replaced by some other constant. In any case, our theorem is 
integrals 
To study the convergence of I(kS’,,; h) to I( kfi A), we need first to insure that I(kfi A) 
s. To this end we introduce a subclass of continuous functions, DT( J), the functions of Dini 
defined on any interval I of length I(I) by 
DT( I) := g: sl)o,(g; t)r-’ dt < m). 
It is well known that if g E R(J) n DT( N,( X)) and k E L,(J) n DT( Ns( X)), then I(kg; A) 
exists. We assume that f and k satisfy these conditions and we now give conditions such that for 
any intend I C J, u,( S,; t ) = o(w,( f; t )) which will imply that I( kS,,; A) also exists. 
Consider two points u, v E I such that u < v. Assume first that U, v E [xi,, x~+~,J c I 
for some j. Then 
s,(v)-s,(u!=(v-u)S’(q), uq<v. 
BY (39 
s,‘(I)!= i (P-l! f(‘i*! -f tZi-*,n! B 
It(“) 
i.p-1 9 l 
( ) 
i=l i.i+p- 1 
If (22) holds, 
f (zin! -f (ti-l,n! 1 G @I( f; hjI)i?p-l) 
so that 
I&(u)-S,(u) I< (P-l!(~-u)C~,(f; hj:!p-,)/hj:!+p-l 
l . 
i 
d 2( P - l!pq(f; 0 - u), 
since there are at most p nonzero elements in &e sum and since for any fraction c/d, cw( f; d) 
G 2da( I; c)- If (10) holds, hi,:!,_, 2 Chjf’l i+p SO that 
IS,(v!-sn(u!l GZC(pB1!p@,;f; V-U)= 
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If Xjtn < U 6 Xj+l,m, Xkm 6 V < Xk+l,*, j < k, then 
sn(v) - s,(u) = sn(v) - sn(xk,) 
- 
+ ‘Z’ [sf?~Xl+l.m) - sntx,)] + Sn(xj+l,m) - S,(U)- 
I-j+1 
By subadditivity of o(f; t), we have our result. q 
Using Lemma 7, we can prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 8. Let k E L,(J) n DT( N,( A)) and f E C(J) n DT( N,( A)) for some X E 4 and some 6 
such that N,(h) c J. Let the points Zin in (1) sati.@ (22) in N,(X) or let the points in &, satisfy 
(10) in N,(X). l7ten, if (5) holds, 
I(kS,,; X)+I(kf; X) asn-oo. (23) 
Proof. We can rewrite I( kr,; X) as 
I(kr,; h) = j1 k(x) rn(x; I;@) dx + r,(X)I(k; X) := T1 + T,. 
-1 
Since 1 I(k; X) 1 < oo by the hypotheses on k and 11 r, II +ObyTheoreml, T2+Oasn+oo. 
As for T,, we write it as 
T1 = 
/ k(x) 
‘ntx) - ‘k(‘) dx + 
/ k(x) 
m(x) - rntxl 
X-A X-X 
dx := T,, + T12. 
&(A) J-MA) 
Since k E C( N,( X)) we have that IT,, I < max,,Nb(Xj I k(x) I IIr, ,&w(r,; t)t-’ dt. Since by 
Lemma 7, r, E DT( N,( A)), we can choose 6 so that I T,, I < E. Finally 1 T12 I 6 
(2~~rn11/6)/~,~k(x)Idx-,0asn~oo. •I 
Before stating our next theorem, we need some definitions. We say that k is a generalized 
Jacobi weight function, k E GJ, if 
k(x)=#(x)(l-x)~(~+x)‘, cy,/3> -1 
and q(x) > 0 on .I, JI E DT( J). We say that f is Hiilder continuous of index CL, 0 < p < 1, 
f E HP, if o( f; t) GAP for some constant A > 0. 
Theorem 9. Let k E GJ and f E HP. Assume that the points Zin in (1) satis& (22) in J or that &, is 
locally uniform in J. Assume, in addition, that tin’ = - 1 and t$$,, = 1. If (5) holds and 
P+m+, rs)>O, (24) 
then (23) holds uniform& in J. 
By a theorem in (181, we have uniform convergence in J when (24) is true if rn( + 1) = 
II = O( Hz) and w(r,; t) = O(P). The assumptions of the theorem together with Theorem 
1, Lemma 7 and (7) insure that the above three conditions hold, proving the theorem. 0 
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(1) Another way to use approximating splines for CPV integrals is to rewrite I( kfi X) 
I(kf; A) = I1 k(x)g,(x) dx +f(h)I(k A) 
where 
f(x)-f(h), xzx 
X-AC 
9 
gx(x) := 
f ‘Go9 x = A, f"(X) exists, 
otherwise. 
we approximate gA(x) by a sum similar to (1) and apply Corollary 3 if gx is bounded in J 
and Theorem 5 otherwise. 
(2) If f is singular at a point 5 <X, one can apply the convergence results in [16]. The 
situation when using B-splines is simple since the weights are local in character so there is no 
interaction between the singularities for n sufficiently large. 
3) If we restrict ourselves to a closed subinterval A of 4 rather than 4, then we can easily 
extend Theorem 8 to yield uniform convergence for all X E A. 
The author wishes to thank Professor C. Dagnino for her careful reading of the manuscript 
and for pointing out an error in the original proof of Theorem 5. 
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